Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).

Home: (_______)_________________ Alternate: (_______)________________
City _____________________________ State_________ ZIP ______________

I/we reserve the Land Program and request the AHI FlexAir to Paris, France, on Day 1 of our
Land/Cruise Program and AHI FlexAir
...

Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions set out herein.

Trip #: 2-22748W
Cabin Category Desired: 1st choice____________ 2nd choice_________

Tipping is included on all meals, transfers in the Land/Cruise Program itinerary and Dinners.

Day 5: Versailles

Enjoy a visit to this iconic palace, which served as the residence of France’s kings from the 16th century to the French Revolution. The palace’s opulent décor, paintings, and tapestries are truly breathtaking.

Day 6: Heidelberg

Sail through the stunning Rhine Gorge and arrive in Heidelberg, a must-see for its rich history and charming atmosphere.

Day 7: Koblenz

Explore Koblenz, the city where the Rhine and Moselle rivers meet, and enjoy a walking tour through the old town.

Day 8: Basel

Basel is a vibrant city known for its culture and architecture. It's a great place to explore on foot or by bike.

Day 9: Aachen

Visit Aachen, a city with a rich history, including the site of Charlemagne’s coronation as Roman Emperor.

Day 10: Cologne

Cologne is a major city in Germany, known for its impressive Cathedral and picturesque old town.

Day 11: Trier

Trier is a historic city with beautiful buildings and ancient ruins, including the Imperial Palace.

Day 12: Luxembourg

Enjoy a day trip to Luxembourg, a small but beautiful country known for its transportation system and charming towns.

Day 13: Paris

Day 14: Depart Gateway City

Your trip comes to a close as you set sail for your next adventure.

Experience the magic of the holiday season in Europe!
**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS**

Enjoy a Single supplement

**EXTRAORDINARY ITINERARY**

Spend seven nights aboard MS Amadeus Silver.

**Mosel rivers.**

Koblenz, Cologne and Germany presented by local experts to the train.

**In Transit**

Day One

**Programme**

**TGV**

**Reception.**

Independent Exploration:

**Paris Panoramic Tour.**

Excursion:

**Seine River Cruise.**

**Independent Exploration:** Spend the afternoon pursuing individual interests or tour the cities you have always dreamed of visiting. These excursions are detailed in the itinerary.

**Note:** Itinerary schedule may change due to local conditions. Many excursions in the program involve an onward excursion fee.

**Personalize Your Cruise:**

Personalize your cruise with the included “Personalize Your Cruise” options, featuring complimentary onshore excursions.

**Education Focus:**

Explore medieval Castles and Legends of the Rhine. Visit Loreley Rock, the siren whose song bewitched many. See hermitage, Loreley Rock, and the ruins of Reichsburg Castle on a nearby hilltop, as well as gates and other remnants of the former German province.

**Day Nine b | l | d**

Upon arrival, transfer to the Frankfurt, Germany’s industrial heartland. Discover the climate, topography, soil, water and other variables that have shaped and influenced the Rhine and its wines. Put your newfound knowledge to use during a guided walking tour of the Wiesbaden wine market in the evening.

**Note:** Itinerary schedule may change due to local conditions. Many excursions in the program involve an onward excursion fee.

**Personalize Your Cruise:**

Personalize your cruise with the included “Personalize Your Cruise” options, featuring complimentary onshore excursions.

**Education Focus:**

Explore medieval Castles and Legends of the Rhine. Visit Loreley Rock, the siren whose song bewitched many. See hermitage, Loreley Rock, and the ruins of Reichsburg Castle on a nearby hilltop, as well as gates and other remnants of the former German province.

**Day Nine b | l | d**

Upon arrival, transfer to the Frankfurt, Germany’s industrial heartland. Discover the climate, topography, soil, water and other variables that have shaped and influenced the Rhine and its wines. Put your newfound knowledge to use during a guided walking tour of the Wiesbaden wine market in the evening.

**Note:** Itinerary schedule may change due to local conditions. Many excursions in the program involve an onward excursion fee.

**Personalize Your Cruise:**

Personalize your cruise with the included “Personalize Your Cruise” options, featuring complimentary onshore excursions.

**Education Focus:**

Explore medieval Castles and Legends of the Rhine. Visit Loreley Rock, the siren whose song bewitched many. See hermitage, Loreley Rock, and the ruins of Reichsburg Castle on a nearby hilltop, as well as gates and other remnants of the former German province.

**Day Nine b | l | d**

Upon arrival, transfer to the Frankfurt, Germany’s industrial heartland. Discover the climate, topography, soil, water and other variables that have shaped and influenced the Rhine and its wines. Put your newfound knowledge to use during a guided walking tour of the Wiesbaden wine market in the evening.

**Note:** Itinerary schedule may change due to local conditions. Many excursions in the program involve an onward excursion fee.

**Personalize Your Cruise:**

Personalize your cruise with the included “Personalize Your Cruise” options, featuring complimentary onshore excursions.
Enclosed is a deposit of $600 pp required to reserve 1 place(s).

and agree to the terms and conditions stated herein:

make dues payable to CAA by separate check or if you prefer, by providing a credit card. Please fill in your credit card information below.

Credit Card

American Express  Expires_____/______

MasterCard  Expires_____/______

Visa  Expires_____/______

Discover  Expires_____/______

Name on card

Card #___________________________________________________________

Date of Birth                                 Cal Class Year

Title                 First                                   Middle                                          Last

________________________________________________________

(exactly as it appears on passport)

[ ] Yes, I/We authorize AHI Travel to release the above information to the University of California Alumnae Association and to...
Cruise the Rhine, Mosel, and Moselle valleys aboard the **MS Amadeus Silver** exclusively chartered for AHI FlexAir participants. This river cruise is an ideal introduction to Europe’s waterways. In France and Germany, you’ll sail through spectacular scenery, past charming villages and historic towns. In between, enjoy a four-night stay in Paris, and travel by Seine River cruise to enhance your knowledge and appreciation of French culture. AHI’s included excursions provide a sampling of the region’s cultural highlights, and give you ample time to explore on your own. As always, the gift of the market is experiencing the holiday market in a magical atmosphere.

**Germany’s Holiday Markets**

Each December, the Place d’Armes in Luxembourg is transformed into a fairy-tale winter village of small wooden kiosks festooned with fresh pine garlands. Enjoy seasonal baked goods, crafts, and the gift of the market. In Trier, the ambience of its holiday market.

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets.

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum. 

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Medieval Towns**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed.

**Germany’s Cities of Art and Architecture**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed.

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets.

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets.

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets. 

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets.

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets. 

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets.

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets.

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Ancient Wonders**

Enjoy a walking tour of Trier’s historic city center, with its Roman Imperial Forums, the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady, Porta Nigra, and the storied history of the markets.

**Germany’s Wine Country**

Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, Mosel. Experience quaint villages nestled along the river, with their charming half-timbered houses, vineyards, and the siren whose song bewitched many. Visit the Chocolate Museum.

**Germany’s Christmas Markets**

Enjoy a walking tour of the historic city center, with its romantic ambience and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed. 

**Germany’s Imperial Cities**

Explore medieval castles and palaces, and the cultural scene and its awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral. Topped by two ornately decorated spires, the church was under construction for 300 years before it was finally completed.
**HIGHLIGHTS**

**PROGRAM**

**Day One**
Depart your gateway city for Paris, France.

**Day Two**
Depart your gateway city for Paris, France. In Transit.

**Day Three**
Depart your gateway city for Paris, France.

**Day Four**
Spend the Day Four in Paris, France.

**Day Five**
Depart your gateway city for Luxembourg.

**Day Six**
To the Paris Marriott A
Grand Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral, from Place d'Armes, Luxembourg | Bernkastel, Cochem | Rhine and Mosel

**Day Seven**
To the Paris Marriott A
Grand Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral, from Place d'Armes, Luxembourg | Bernkastel, Cochem | Rhine and Mosel

**Day Eight**
To the Paris Marriott A
Grand Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral, from Place d'Armes, Luxembourg | Bernkastel, Cochem | Rhine and Mosel

**Day Nine**
To the Paris Marriott A
Grand Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral, from Place d'Armes, Luxembourg | Bernkastel, Cochem | Rhine and Mosel

**Day Ten**
To the Paris Marriott A
Grand Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral, from Place d'Armes, Luxembourg | Bernkastel, Cochem | Rhine and Mosel

**Day Eleven**
To the Paris Marriott A
Grand Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral, from Place d'Armes, Luxembourg | Bernkastel, Cochem | Rhine and Mosel

**Day Twelve**
To the Paris Marriott A
Grand Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral, from Place d'Armes, Luxembourg | Bernkastel, Cochem | Rhine and Mosel
Embark on a luxurious seven-night cruise aboard the MS Amadeus Silver, sailing through the beautiful Rhine and Mosel valleys. This exclusive charter offers an intimate experience with limited capacity, ensuring personalized service and an unparalleled level of comfort. Designed to provide an immersive journey into the heart of Europe, the MS Amadeus Silver offers a curated selection of excursions, cultural experiences, and natural beauty that will create cherished memories.

**DAY ONE**
- **Independent Exploration:** Spend the day exploring the historic city of Luxembourg, known for its grand ducal palace, the old town, and Kirchberg Plateau. Experience the vibrant atmosphere and enjoy the cafes and shops.

**DAY TWO**
- **Excursion:** Visit the beautiful city of Strasbourg, France, known for its Gothic cathedral, half-timbered houses, and charming canals. Enjoy a guided tour and learn about its rich history.

**DAY THREE**
- **Independent Exploration:** Visit the picturesque vineyards of the Mosel Valley, known for their unique wines. Take a wine tasting and learn about the region's wine production.

**DAY FOUR**
- **Excursion:** Explore the beautiful city of Trier, known for its Roman ruins, including the Porta Nigra, the Imperial Castle, and the Cathedral of St. Peter. Experience the rich history and architectural beauty of this UNESCO World Heritage site.

**DAY FIVE**
- **Independent Exploration:** Visit the charming town of Bernkastel, known for its picturesque village and medieval castle. Enjoy a leisurely stroll through the town and learn about the history of wine production in the area.

**DAY SIX**
- **Excursion:** Explore the majestic Loreley Rock, located on the banks of the Rhine, and enjoy a scenic cruise through the beautiful Rhine Gorge.

**DAY SEVEN**
- **Independent Exploration:** Discover the natural beauty of the Mosel Valley, known for its vineyards, palaces, and Roman ruins. Take a hike in the Mosel Valley and enjoy the stunning views.

**DAY EIGHT**
- **Excursion:** Explore the cultural riches of Mainz, known for its rich history,包括 the Reichsburg Castle, the Cathedral of St. Peter, and the merchant's hall. Experience the city's vibrant atmosphere and cultural diversity.

**DAY NINE**
- **Independent Exploration:** Visit the picturesque town of Rüdesheim, known for its vineyards, palaces, and Roman ruins. Take a leisurely stroll through the town and enjoy the stunning views.

**DAY TEN**
- **Independent Exploration:** Explore the natural beauty of the Mosel Valley, known for its vineyards, palaces, and Roman ruins. Take a hike in the Mosel Valley and enjoy the stunning views.

**DAY ELEVEN**
- **Independent Exploration:** Visit the charming town of Speyer, known for its rich history, including the Mainz Cathedral, the Imperial City, and the Market Square. Experience the city's vibrant atmosphere and cultural diversity.

This program includes all-inclusive meals,精选的 wines, and complimentary shore excursions. It is designed for those seeking an intimate and private experience, with a maximum of 150 travelers on board. The MS Amadeus Silver is equipped with state-of-the-art facilities and amenities, ensuring a comfortable and enjoyable journey. For more information, please contact your travel advisor.
**Program Highlights**

- **River Itinerary:** 11-night luxury river cruise along the Rhine and Mosel rivers, visiting medieval towns and winemaking regions.
- **Accommodations:** MS Amadeus Silver, a luxury cruise ship providing all-suite accommodations with personal service, limited capacity, and access to exclusive Lüftner cruise line.
- **Excursions:** Optional excursions available, allowing travelers to personalize their journey.
- **Activities:** Educational focus on winemaking traditions, architectural history, and cultural sites.

**Day One**

Arrival in Paris, France.

**Day Two**

Independent Exploration: Explore the sights and sounds of Paris, France. Participate in the Optional Excursion to the Palace of Versailles.

**Day Three**

Arrival in Luxembourg, Germany.

**Day Four**

Excursion: Loreley Rock.

**Day Five**

Arrival in Cochem, Germany.

**Day Six**

Arrival in Koblenz, Germany.

**Day Seven**

Excursion: KOBLENZ | COCHEM.

**Day Eight**

Arrival in Mainz, Germany.

**Day Nine**

Arrival in Rhine Gorge, Germany.

**Day Ten**

Arrival in Speyer, Germany.

**Day Eleven**

Departure from Bernkastel, Germany.

**In Transit**

- **Day Two:** After breakfast, transfer to the ship for a Welcome Reception and Dinner.
- **Day Three:** Spend the day at leisure in Paris, France. Participate in the Optional Excursion to the Palace of Versailles.
- **Day Four:** Independent Exploration: Explore the sights and sounds of Paris, France.
- **Day Five:** Excursion: Loreley Rock.
- **Day Six:** Arrival in Cochem, Germany.
- **Day Seven:** Excursion: KOBLENZ | COCHEM.
- **Day Eight:** Arrival in Mainz, Germany.
- **Day Nine:** Arrival in Rhine Gorge, Germany.
- **Day Ten:** Arrival in Speyer, Germany.
- **Day Eleven:** Departure from Bernkastel, Germany.

**Note:** Itinerary schedule may change due to local traffic or weather conditions.

**Germany’s Holiday Markets**

- **Day Seven:** Enjoy a customizable journey with a choice of included excursions in select ports. Partake in the Optional Excursion to the holiday market in Rüdesheim this evening.
- **Day Eight:** Independent Exploration: Explore the festive atmosphere of the holiday market in Rüdesheim.
- **Day Nine:** Educational Focus: Visit Cochem, situated scenically along a bend on the Mosel. Learn about the Mosel Valley terroir, winemaking traditions of different regions, and the storied history of the markets.

**Additional Information**

- **Personalize Your Cruise:** Choose from two included excursions in each port, allowing travelers to personalize their journey.
- **Educational Focus:** Gain a deeper appreciation for this storied region from our knowledgeable lecturers.
- **Personal Attention:** AHI FlexAir participants are provided for a complete travel experience.

**Spend the Night**

- **Day One:** Enjoy a customizable journey with a choice of included excursions in select ports.
- **Day Two:** Participate in the Optional Excursion to the Palace of Versailles.
- **Day Three:** Spend the day at leisure in Paris, France. Participate in the Optional Excursion to the Palace of Versailles.
- **Day Four:** Independent Exploration: Explore the sights and sounds of Paris, France.
- **Day Five:** Excursion: Loreley Rock.
- **Day Six:** Arrival in Cochem, Germany.
- **Day Seven:** Excursion: KOBLENZ | COCHEM.
- **Day Eight:** Arrival in Mainz, Germany.
- **Day Nine:** Arrival in Rhine Gorge, Germany.
- **Day Ten:** Arrival in Speyer, Germany.
- **Day Eleven:** Departure from Bernkastel, Germany.

**Independent Exploration:** Spend the day exploring the city at your own pace.

**Day Twelve**

Independent Exploration: Explore the festive atmosphere of the holiday market in Rüdesheim.

**Day Thirteen**

Farewell Reception and Dinner.
Germany's Holiday Markets

During Advent, a village of small wooden kiosks bedecked with fresh pine boughs, special foods and crafts, and Kristallkugeln (crystal ornaments) - all seasonal wares that modern Christmas markets lack. In addition, although other towns have incorporated similar holiday markets, some come to trace in Kaiserslautern, Siebengebirge, Germany, an ancient, medieval town, the roots of the gift of the markets, as witnessed by the holiday market in a market square.

In Transit

This morning, depart Paris and travel to Luxembourg, Cochem, Trier, Speyer, Mainz, Rüdesheim, Koblenz and Cologne. The traditional Christmas markets of Germany offer a personalized experience. Enjoy a bike ride along a vital waterway, explore the culinary and scenic wonders of the Rhine and Mosel rivers.

Independent Exploration: Enjoy a Seine River Cruise.

Later, enjoy a walking tour of the historic city of Trier, birthplace of the state of Rhineland-Palatinate and the former capital of the Roman Empire. See the Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady and more treasures. See the Porta Nigra and visit imperial ruins. See the Old City and see the town hall's fountain; the Church and more.

Independence: Visit the Christmas market in Rüdesheim this evening.

Mainz

After breakfast, transfer to the Frankfurt-Rhein-Main Mainz railway station. On arrival, take a guided walking tour of the quaint old town. Marvel at the majestic Mainz Cathedral with its six towers soaring above the river, the university, Germany's oldest institution of higher learning; the town hall; the market square lined with half-timbered houses. Fire up the laughter of locals and tourists enjoying age-old Yuletide traditions.


Visit the state-of-the-art MS Amadeus Silver, a personalized service; limited capacity; and outward-facing accommodations; friendly, attentive Lüftner cruise line. The MS Amadeus Silver is a floating home away from home. Enjoy the views of the majestic Rhine and Mosel rivers, historical sites and charming medieval towns.

.DependencyInjection: Visit the Wicked German Christmas market festival in Mainz. The hills of the Trier region are dressed in the traditional ambience of a high-end hotel. Relax on the sun deck, indulge in a soothing massage, peruse the putting green or exercise in the fitness center. The MS Amadeus Silver is equipped with all bed linen and towels, a satellite TV and internet access, a bright, modern décor and featuring a river view, a private bathroom and a private balcony.

Day Nine

Independent Exploration: Personalize Your Cruise.

For those still in search of adventure and a desire of additional excursions, visit ports of call that have offered cruises for the past 10 years. The program is designed to include a sampling of different regions, each with its list of activities and points of interest. The day in your itinerary is intended for leisurely walking and enjoying the scenery. The cruise ends in the port of departure.
Accommodations

Hotel in Mainz, Germany. The Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam

Abbate Palace in Amalfi, Italy

Transfers and Portages

All excursions are included. The tour includes: 1) a luxury coach, 2) a Grand 

Cruise ship, and 3) a high-speed rail service. The tour is scheduled to depart from 

Venice, Italy, on May 5, 2023, and return to Nice, France, on May 10, 2023.

Meals

Early reservation meals program. 

Optional excursions are available to enhance your travel experience. 

Your Exciting Travel Program

Your travel program includes a seven-night cruise on the first-class 

Buckingham Palace, visit the historic old town of 

Cologne, take a guided tour of the 

in Vienna. Enjoy a farewell dinner at 

Ambassador Hotel in Amsterdam. 

Optional Excursions

For solo travelers: 

• Take advantage of leisure time to 

• Attend a 

• Visit the historic old 

• Take in the 

• Visit the historic old town of 

Money Included

• Personal maid service during 

•-toggler service in all rooms

• Onboard service including complimentary drinks

• Onboard service including complimentary drinks

• Comprehensive travel 


MANDATORY TRAVELERS FOR SOLO 

1. CAL DISCOVERIES TRAVEL 

2. CAL DISCOVERIES TRAVEL 

3. CAL DISCOVERIES TRAVEL 

4. CAL DISCOVERIES TRAVEL 

5. CAL DISCOVERIES TRAVEL
Enclosed is a deposit of __________ ($600 pp required) to reserve __________ place(s).

I/we have read the general information section of this brochure and understand

Discover, Visa, MasterCard, or American Express number with expiration date.

one membership, memberships are non-refundable and non-transferable. Please

ment in full. Final payment may be made by personal check, MasterCard, Visa,

departure). Reservations received after this date must be accompanied by pay-

(1) __________________________(2)_______________________________

Card #___________________________________________________________

Street Address ___________________________________________________

[510.900.8222 or 888.22 2 86]

Berkeley, CA 94720-7520

Cal Alumni Association

510.900.8222

E-mail:

Phone:

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

Cochem | Koblenz

Trier | Bernkastel

Paris

Koblenz, Rüdesheim, Mainz and Speyer.

MS Amadeus Silver.

Paris Marriott Opera Ambassador

AMBASSADOR HOTEL

The Luxembourg Palace

The Louvre Museum

Eiffel Tower

Notre Dame Cathedral

Palais Garnier: The Paris Opera

Go Bears!

Many Included Extras

• Unique access to local sites. • Flexibility and

discounts and pricing. • Safety and security.

Go Bears!

Many Included Extras

• Unique access to local sites. • Flexibility and

discounts and pricing. • Safety and security.

Many Included Extras

• Unique access to local sites. • Flexibility and

discounts and pricing. • Safety and security.
Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).

I/we have read the general information section of this brochure and understand

one membership, memberships are non-refundable and non-transferable. Please

Sharing with_______________________________________. (Send separate form.)

City _____________________________ State_________ ZIP ______________

E-mail:__________________________________________________________

(2) _____________________________________________________________

ment in full. Final payment may be made by personal check, MasterCard, Visa,

❒

I/we reserve the Land Program and request the AHI FlexAir to Paris, France,

❒

I/we authorize you to make my/our reservations as follows:

❒

Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and

Accept my check made payable to

Visa

❒

❒

Ohio Seller of Travel Reg. No. 8889139.

RESERVE. All cancellations must be submitted in

120 days to 76 days prior to departure will result in forfeiture of

the current calendar year or year following.} Cancellation from

ny(ies) and the passenger and/or purchaser of this trip.

board their conveyances. The passage contract in use, when

is cancelled for any reason, participants shall have no claim

responsibility of the owners at all times. If the entire program

must be accompanied by someone who is fit and able to assist

tation those who permanently or periodically use a wheelchair,

Passengers requiring special assistance, including without limi-

the trip date.

Sightseeing is subject to change. Authentic local admission fees

are not included in the cost of admission. All excursions

are complimentary to Cal Discoveries Travel and AHI Integra-

tional Corporation. AHI Travel and CAA, without providing compensation to you, or

activities. By participating in this travel program, you authorize

AHI Travel and CAA, without providing compensation to you, or

charges for additional or oversized/overweight pieces are

in excess and not included in your trip price; plan your
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Dear Alumni and Friends of Cal,

Experience the magic of the holiday season in Europe! Cal Discoveries Travel offers a magnificent itinerary of 10 days featuring PARIS and 11 days sailing on the Rhine. The 2016 program is sold out, but we are excited to introduce an extension of the program including a Paris extension and a 10-day river cruise on the Rhine.

The Cal Discoveries Travel Difference

• Enjoy the magic of the holiday season in Europe!
• Experience the excitement of Paris and the Rhine!
• Visit the beloved attractions, including the Eiffel Tower, Montmartre, Notre Dame, and the Louvre!
• Attends exclusive events and destinations with knowledgeable guides!
• Enjoy personalized service from your expert English-speaking guides.

Passenger Service Representative
When you travel with Cal Discoveries Travel, you can be assured that you are part of a small, dedicated group of travelers who will travel together, and who will have the services of a dedicated Passenger Service Representative to assist in planning and与众 people.

Passenger Service Representative will assist you in planning and Customization.

Money Included:
• Personalized travel documents
• Breakfast daily and one dinner per night
• Meals and occupation fees for persons without meals
• Ground transportation to and from departure points
• All transfers to and from hotels and airports
• All transportation to and from hotels and airports
• All transportation to and from hotels and airports
• All transportation to and from hotels and airports
• All transportation to and from hotels and airports

钱包括:
• 旅行文件
• 早餐及每晚一次晚餐
• 不包括膳食的旅行及活动费用
• 地面交通
• 从出发点到出发点的交通
• 酒店及机场的接送
• 酒店及机场的接送
• 酒店及机场的接送
• 酒店及机场的接送

For further information, please call the toll-free number at 888.225.2586 or visit caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu.

Cruise from BERLIN to SPEYER
November 29 - December 10, 2016

German Christmas Market Cruises

EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC OF THE HOLIDAY SEASON IN EUROPE!

Have your holiday wishes come true with a trip to Europe during the Christmas season! Our itineraries include a variety of stops for shopping, sightseeing, and enjoying the local culture. Take a break from the cold with a visit to one of our many German Christmas markets, where you can shop for gifts and souvenirs.

The Cal Discoveries Travel Difference

• Experience the magic of the holiday season in Europe!
• Visit the beloved attractions, including the Eiffel Tower, Montmartre, Notre Dame, and the Louvre!
• Enjoy personalized service from your expert English-speaking guides.

Passenger Service Representative
When you travel with Cal Discoveries Travel, you can be assured that you are part of a small, dedicated group of travelers who will travel together, and who will have the services of a dedicated Passenger Service Representative to assist in planning and Customization.

Money Included:
• Personalized travel documents
• Breakfast daily and one dinner per night
• Meals and occupation fees for persons without meals
• Ground transportation to and from departure points
• All transfers to and from hotels and airports
• All transportation to and from hotels and airports
• All transportation to and from hotels and airports
• All transportation to and from hotels and airports

钱包括:
• 旅行文件
• 早餐及每晚一次晚餐
• 不包括膳食的旅行及活动费用
• 地面交通
• 从出发点到出发点的交通
• 酒店及机场的接送
• 酒店及机场的接送
• 酒店及机场的接送
• 酒店及机场的接送

For further information, please call the toll-free number at 888.225.2586 or visit caldiscoveries@alumni.berkeley.edu.